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Abstract: Low-speed driving in traffic jams causes significant pollution and wasted 

time for commuters. Additionally, from the passengers' standpoint, this is an 

uncomfortable, stressful and tedious scene that is suitable to be automated. The highly 

nonlinear dynamics of car engines at low-speed turn its automation in a complex 

problem that still remains as unsolved. Considering the hybrid nature of the vehicle 

longitudinal control at low-speed, constantly switching between throttle and brake pedal 

actions, hybrid control is a good candidate to solve this problem. 

This work presents the analytical formulation of a hybrid predictive controller for 

automated low-speed driving. It takes advantage of valuable characteristics supplied by 

predictive control strategies both for compensating un-modelled dynamics and for 

keeping passengers security and comfort analytically by means of the treatment of 

constraints. The proposed controller was implemented in a gas-propelled vehicle to 

experimentally validate the adopted solution. To this end, different scenarios were 

analysed varying road layouts and vehicle speeds within a private test track. The 
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production vehicle is a commercial Citroën C3 Pluriel which has been modified to 

automatically act over its throttle and brake pedals. 

 

Keywords: Hybrid control, predictive control, autonomous vehicle, longitudinal 

control.  
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1 Introduction 

Nowadays, the traffic jams represent a serious problem in large cities urban 

environments at rush hours wasting drivers’ time and money daily. However, the worst 

consequence of this scene is the increase of human driver’s mental fatigue due to the 

tedious task of control the vehicle speed in a very stressful condition.  

Autonomous driving in traffic jams is an unresolved issue in the automotive sector [1]. 

The behaviour of production gasoline-propelled vehicle engines at low speeds exhibits 

highly nonlinear dynamics, making difficult its automation. Therefore, driving under 

these conditions constitutes one of the most important control challenges of this sector 

[2], where particular efforts have been put into developing automatic vehicle speed 

control with the aim of improving the safety of the car's occupants. 

The first approaches to automatically handle vehicle speed were the cruise control (CC). 

These systems are based on controlling the accelerator pedal and maintain a set speed 

[3]; and the adaptive CC (ACC) where the action over the brake pedal to maintain a 

predefine gap with the preceding vehicle was introduced [2]. The widespread inclusion 

of these systems supposed an important reduction of car accidents with injuries [4]. 

Although some car makers include full-range speed control in their factory systems, 

they were mainly though for highway driving. Recent control systems are based on 

combining vehicle speed control with real-time information from the infrastructure to 

improve the traffic-flow, leading to intelligent CC (ICC) systems [5]. 

Specifically related to the longitudinal control at low-speed, a literature review shows 

several contributions for solving this problem using different control strategies. Among 

them, [6] compares PID and fuzzy control techniques for stop-and-go driving scenarios. 

In [7] a vision-based adaptive cruise control using fuzzy-logic is proposed. Finally, 

solutions based on fractional calculus have been proposed as in [8] where fractional PI 

controller was implemented; or [9] where a fractional predictive control was tested. 

This paper deals with a hybrid predictive control strategy to solve this problem, 

combining the valuable characteristics of predictive control (fulfillment of constraints, 

robustness,...) with the hybrid nature of commercial vehicles (switching action over 

throttle and brake pedals). It brings about a suitable control strategy that compensates 
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unmodeled dynamics and external disturbances. Moreover, the definition of process 

constraints allows to keep standing passengers security and comfort analytically. 

On the one hand, Model Predictive Control (MPC) is an advanced process control 

methodology which has been widely adopted in industrial environments during the last 

30 years. It has become an industrial standard due to its intrinsic ability to handle 

constrains for large scale multivariable plants [10, 11]. It uses a dynamical model of the 

plant to predict and optimize the future behaviour of the process over a time interval 

known as the prediction horizon by means of a cost function minimization [12]. 

On the other hand, hybrid systems concept is usually described in the literature as the 

one that involves the interaction between continuous dynamics associated with 

differential or difference equations and logical/discrete components associated with 

finite state machines, Petri nets or other computation discrete models [13] (See Fig. 1). 

First works were carried out in the 90s using a two-stage control architecture. Low-level 

continuous physical processes were controlled by high-level finite-state logical 

components [14, 15]. These systems attracted the attention of researchers both in 

academic and industrial environments because they provide an adequate framework for 

modelling real systems as: electrical circuits with diodes and transistors, temperature 

control by thermostat, mechanical transmission,... [16]. Furthermore, we can find 

theoretical works that consider this problem in terms of mixed logical dynamical 

systems (MLD) or piecewise affine systems (PWA) based on a space-state 

formulation[17, 18, 19]. Using these multiparametric programming techniques, the 

explicit resultant controller can be expressed as a piecewise affine function of a 

parameter vector which can be stored as a simple look-ahead table. In this context, there 

are two important tools for the computation of explicit controllers: the Multiparametic 

Toolbox [20, 21] and the Hybrid Toolbox [22]. However, the real-time code generated 

by both toolboxes is not compatible with our experimental vehicle, because it cannot be 

embedded in the car hardware directly. Therefore, in our case, we have used the C++ 

programming language to code the proposed hybrid controller and to access to the 

hardware resources of our test vehicle properly. 

There exist numerous examples of practical applications which use a hybrid strategy. 

We can mention, without intention to be exhaustive, some works such as [23] where it 

is presented a hybrid system approach to control power electronics systems, [24] where 
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hybrid predictive control applications to chemical processes are described. Finally, in 

[25] an application for solving the dynamic multi-vehicle pick-up and delivery problem 

is discussed. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of hybrid system. 

In brief, the main contributions of this papers are: (1) The development of a new hybrid 

controller based on a transfer function model in accordance with the chosen predictive 

control strategy to implement it. (2) The proposed controller has been trialled recreating 

the common low speed situation in traffic jams and fulfilling all control requirements in 

spite of uncertainties and circuit perturbations. (3) The comparison with other strategies 

has shown a better performance of our hybrid controller in terms of speed error.  

Therefore, we work out the challenging topic that is unsolved by the automotive sector: 

managing autonomously a real gasoline car at low speed conditions. To do so, this 

paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summarizes the fundamentals of hybrid and 

MPC control and describes mathematically the formulation of the proposed control 

strategy. Section 3 includes the description of the experimental vehicle and the 

identification of its longitudinal dynamics. Section 4 presents the design and tuning of 

the hybrid controller for the experimental vehicle and Section 5 shows the results of the 

experimental trials following different itineraries and a comparison with other 

strategies. Finally, section 6 draws the main conclusions of this work. 

2 Hybrid controller formulation 

This section is divided into two parts. In the first part, the very well-known 

fundamentals of predictive control strategy are mentioned briefly, focusing on the so-
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called Generalized Predictive Control (GPC). In the second part, the formulation of the 

proposed hybrid control strategy is described mathematically, using GPC controllers to 

act over throttle and brake actions. 

2.1 Fundamentals of GPC 

GPC is one of the most representative MPCs due to its success both in industrial and in 

academic environments [26, 27]. It shares, together with the rest of predictive 

algorithms, the same concept [10, 11, 12]. At each present time t, GPC generates a set 

of future control signals  based on the prediction of the future process 

outputs  by means of minimization of a cost function within a time window 

defined by [N1, N2]. Nevertheless, only the first term of the control signal vector is 

applied to the system input , the rest of them are neglected. In the following 

step, at time is equal to t +1, the previous algorithm is repeated to calculate the new 

corresponding system input . Therefore, the prediction window has 

moved forward one step (receding horizon control). This control strategy is analogous 

to car’s driver one as it is depicted in 

( |u t k t 

( | )u t t

( 1u t 

)

)ˆ( |y t k t

| 1)t 

Fig. 2. 

t - 2      t -1       t              t + N1 t + N2t t t              t + N1 t + N2t - 2      t -1       t              t + N1 t + N2t t t              t + N1 t + N2t - 2      t -1       t              t + N1 t + N2t t t              t + N1 t + N2t - 2      t -1       t              t + N1 t + N2t t t              t + N1 t + N2  

Fig. 2. Predictive control analogy. 

The cost function that GPC minimizes subject to a set of constraints is  

  (1)         
2

1

2 2

1

,
uNN

GPC i i
k N k

J u t r t k y t k u t k
 

        

where: r is the reference, u is the input, y is the output, N1 and N2 are the costing 

horizons, Nu is the control horizon, γ is the future errors weighting sequence, λ is the 

control weighting sequence and Δ is the increment operator. 

Constraints are expressed as a set of linear inequalities 
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 ( ) ( )H u k h k   (2) 

where is a matrix, ulxNH  lh   is a vector, l is the number of constraints and Δu(k) 

is the vector that contains the future (predicted) control increments. 

It is assumed that the control signal u(t) remains constant from time instant t + Nu 

(1 ≤ Nu ≤ N2) [26, 27] and all expressions are referred to the present time t. 

The GPC cost function has an equivalent matrix form 

  (3) ( ) ' ( ) ( ) ' ( )GPCJ e k e k u k u     k

where e(k) = r(k) − y(k) is the error vector and ( )idiag   , ( )idiag   are diagonal 

matrices that contain the future errors and control weighting sequences. 

In order to predict the future output signal ŷ (t), GPC makes use of a CARIMA 

(Controlled Auto–Regressive Integrated Moving–Average) model to describe the 

system dynamics 

 
1

1 1 ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

T z
A z y t B z u t t


  


 (4) 

where B(z−1) and A(z−1) are the numerator and denominator of the model transfer 

function, respectively, T(z−1) is a polynomial filter that improves the system robustness 

rejecting disturbance and noise [28, 29], and ξ(t) represents uncorrelated zero−mean 

white noise. 

The future output signal (5) has two parts. yC (forced response) is the future output part 

that depends on the future control action increment Δu with yC = G · Δu, and yF (free 

response) is the future output part that does not depends on the future control action 

increment Δu; is a matrix to consist of the step response coefficients of 

the model. 

2 1( 1) uN N xNG  

 
C Fy y y   (5) 

From (3) and (4) the cost function can be expressed as 
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  (6)   0 0( ) ' ' ( ) 2 ( ) ' ( ) ( ) ' ( )GPCJ u k G G u k E k G u k E k E k          0

 with E0(k) = r(k) − yF(k). 

The free response, yF, can be calculated by [12] 

 ( ) ( ) ( )f f
Fy k u k Fy   k

j

j

 (7) 

where "f" means a quantity filtered by 1/T(z−1) and Φ, F are two polynomials obtained 

from the resolution of two Diophantine equations (8) and (9). See [26, 27] for more 

details. 

  (8) j
jT E A z F  

 j
j jE B G T z    (9) 

with j equals to the prediction interval. 

The optimal control sequence is obtained by minimization of (3) subject to set of 

constraints (2).  

  (10) *( ) arg min GPC
u

u k J


 

Replacing expression (6) in equation (10) yields 

  *
0

1
( ) arg min ( ) ' ' ( ) ( ) ' ( )

2u
u k u k G G u k E k G u k



          
 

 (11) 

Thus, the expression (11) together with the set of constraints (2) is agreed with the 

classical formulation of a quadratic programming problem (12) which can be solved 

numerically by computer.  

 * 1
( ) arg min ( ) ' ( ) ' ( )

2u
u k u k K u k L u k



       
 

 (12) 

with . ( ) ( ) ( 1)u k u k u k   
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Since the term  is constant due to a Linear Time Invariant (LTI) model is 

used 

'K G G   

0' ( )E k

(4), it can be initially calculate off-line to reduce the calculation time. However, the 

term  is not constant because it depends on future predicted errors E0(k) 

and has to be calculated in each sampling time Δt. 

L G 

2.2 Integrated throttle and brake control 

The basic control of a commercial gasoline−propelled vehicle involves mainly two 

tasks: the throttle control and the brake control which have quite different dynamics. 

Moreover, both actions must be mutually exclusive in order to keep standing passengers 

security and comfort. This is a practical situation where physical dynamics and logic 

rules interact to characterize the plant dynamical behaviour, leading to a hybrid 

system[17]. 

The proposed hybrid control system in this paper is focused on low-speed driving. 

Bearing this in mind, gearbox will remain in first gear and it will not be taken into 

account to model vehicle's behaviour. 
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Fig. 3. Hybrid control system schema. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the hybrid control system schema proposed in this work. It is 

constituted by two GPC controllers depicted by block “Controller 1” and block 

“Controller 2” which are tuned to fulfill closed−loop system specifications and an 

optimization criterion (follow speed reference r) subject to a set of possible constraints. 

To do so, each controller block has a CARIMA model that represents the physical 

dynamics to be controlled, throttle (13) and brake (14). 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (t

t t t t

T z
A z y t B z u t t)


  


 (13) 

 
1

1 1 ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )b
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T z
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 (14) 

In order to obtain the optimum control values ut and ub, the present and past values of 

vehicle velocity, y, and control variable, u, are needed to calculate the free response yF 

for each controller in each step, k. 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
t

f
F t t t t

fy k u k F y   k

f

 (15) 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
b

f
F b b b by k u k F y   k

t

 (16) 

The future predicted errors for each controller can be calculated now using previous free 

responses. 

 0 ( ) ( )
t t FE k r y k   (17) 

 0 ( ) ( )
b b FE k r y k

b
   (18) 

Using both predicted errors expressions, the no-constant term L can be calculated for 

both controllers. 

 0' (
tt t tL G E k)    (19) 

 0' (
bb b bL G E k)    (20) 

Obviously, constant terms K must be calculated once. 

 't t t tK G G t    (21) 

 'b b b bK G G b    (22) 

In this point, two quadratic programming problems are formulated and ready to be 

numerically resolved. Each of them subject to own constraints. 
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* 1
( ) arg min ( ) ' ( ) ' ( )

2

 ( ) ( )

t
t t t t tu

t t t

u k u k K u k L u k

subject to H u k h k

 t

       


 
  (23) 

 
* 1
( ) arg min ( ) ' ( ) ' ( )

2

 ( ) ( )

b
b b b b bu

b b b

u k u k K u k L u k

subject to H u k h k

 b

       


 
  (24) 

The task of “Supervisor” block is to apply the switching rule that determines whether 

throttle or brake action is needed, by means of selecting the value of control variable u, 

depending on the sign of ut and ub. In this work, we have followed the simple rule 

proposed in [30], because it works properly with the hybrid nature of commercial 

vehicles [31], can be programmed with ease and prevents the undesired chattering effect 

[6]. It can be summarized as follows: 

- Throttle control region. If (ut>0 and ub>0). The vehicle is in normal control state 

and the throttle control is active u(t) = ut(t). 

- Brake control region. If (ut<0 and ub<0). The vehicle is in emergence state and 

the brake control is active u(t) = ub(t). 

- Switching control region. If (ut>0 and ub<0) or (ut<0 and ub>0). The vehicle is in 

undesired state and must change to throttle or brake region. In this case the zero 

control signal is chosen u(t) = 0. 

Thus, the control variable u has the following expression: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )t t b bu k u k u k    (25) 

with δt, δb = {0, 1}. 

2.2.1 Control constraints implementation 

It is well known that one of the most valuable characteristics of predictive control 

strategies is the possibility of using process constraints. Although, theoretically, it is 

possible to impose constraints on any variable related to system behaviour, only linearly 

dependent variables of control signal Δu are used, due to quadratic programming 
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algorithm restriction which allows only to satisfy constraints with general expression as 

(2).  

Nevertheless, it is possible to regulate system variables in other ways. For instance, 

setting the controller parameters, specially N2, Nu and λ to meet the requirements. This 

could be accomplished by trial and error or by optimization. (For applications of 

optimization methods to tune model predictive controllers see [9, 32].) However, in this 

work, all system requirements will be expressed as constraints both for the throttle 

control and for the brake control. 

- Velocity constraint: the car speed v (km/h) is the system output y. Let v(k) be the 

vehicle speed at time instant k, whose values are within vMin ≤ v(k) ≤ vMax. Making use 

of prediction equation (5) and after a few algebraic manipulations, we can finally 

express velocity constraints in the general form (2): 

 
 
 

( ) Min F

Max F

v yG
u k

G v y

            
 (26) 

- Acceleration constraint: Let a(k) be the car acceleration at time instant k, whose values 

are within aMin ≤ a(k) ≤ aMax. By definition, 

 
( ) ( )

( )
v k y k

a k
t t

 
 

 
 (27) 

Thus, 

 ( )Min Maxa t y k a t      (28) 

Hence, acceleration constraints in this system will be expressed as Δy constraints in 

GPC formulation. Let us define 

 

2 2

( 1) ( 1) ( )

( 2) ( 2) ( 1)

( ) ( 3) ( 3) ( 2)

( ) ( ) ( 1

y k y k y k

y k y k y k

y k y k y k y k

y k N y k N y k N

     
        
        
  
  
         

 

2 )









 (29) 
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Equation (29) can be obtained as a subtraction of two prediction equations (5) shifted 

one sampling time 

   21... 1

( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )
NF

F

y k
y k G u k y k

G u k y k


 
            

 (30) 

After a few algebraic manipulations, we obtain: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )Fy k G u k y      k

1

0



 (31) 

with ; 

2 2 2 2 2 2

1

2 1 1

3 2 2 1 1

1 1 2 2 3

0 0

0 0

0

N N N N N N

g

g g g

g g g g gG

g g g g g g g    

 
  
   
 
 
    





   


Using this result, we can finally express acceleration constraints (28) in the general form 

(2): 

 
 

( ) Min F

Max F

y yG
u k

G y

  
y

            
 (32) 

- Input constraints: These constraints influence on the slew rate and on the amplitude of 

the manipulated variable u. In the following, it will be assumed that the manipulated 

variable is constrained to the interval uMin ≤ u(k) ≤ uMax, having: 

 

( 1)1 0 0

( 1)1 1 0

( 1)1 1 1
( )

1 0 0 ( 1)

1 1 0 ( 1)

1 1 1 ( 1)

Min

Min

Min

Max

Max

Max

u u k

u u k

u u k
u k

u u k

u u k

u u k

     
         
  
            

   
      
  
       




   




    


 (33) 

The control signal rate of change was also constrained within ΔuMin ≤ Δu (k) ≤ ΔuMax, 

obtaining:  
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1 0 0

1 1 0

1 1 1
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1 0 0
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1 1 1
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Min

Min
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u

u

u
u k

u

u

u

   
       
  
          
  

     
  
      




   




    


 (34) 

Positive control values shall be interpreted as an acceleration command and negative 

values as a brake command. 

3 Experimental vehicle  

In order to validate the proposed hybrid controller in a real environment, an 

instrumented real car with control devices was used. Specifically, it is a commercial 

convertible Citroën C3 Pluriel (Fig. 4) that is modified with automatic driving 

capabilities by hardware modifications to permit autonomous actions on the accelerator 

and brake pedals. These modifications allow the controller's outputs to act over vehicle's 

actuators. To do so, the vehicle is equipped with an on-board industrial PC situated at 

the boot which governs the necessary peripheral devices. It is in charge of sending the 

control signal generated to the actuators in each control cycle (200 ms.)  
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Fig. 4. Interior of experimental vehicle prototype. 

The experimental car's throttle is handled by an analog signal that reproduces the 

pressure on the pedal generated by an analog card. The action over this pedal is 

transformed into two analogue values between 0 and 5 V. A switch is installed to 

commute between automatic throttle control and original throttle circuit on the 

dashboard of vehicle. 

On the other hand, the brake's automation has been carried out taking into account that 

its action is critical, that is, the brake-by-wire system must be capable of working in 

parallel with the original braking circuit. In this way, the autonomous system can be 

override by the driver to avoid potential risk situations when testing. So an 

electrohydraulic braking system is installed in parallel with the original one, permitting 

to coexist two systems independently. (Refer to [33, 34] for more details about vehicle 

automation.) 

With respect to on-board sensor systems, a real-time kinematic-differential global 

positioning system (RTK-DGPS) together with an inertial unit (IMU) are used for 

vehicle positioning and location. Speed and acceleration of the car are provided by a 
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differential hall effect sensor and a piezoelectric sensor, respectively. These values are 

acquired via controller area network bus (CAN) giving the necessary information to the 

hybrid control algorithm, that is running in real-time in the on-board industrial PC, 

generating the control actions to govern the actuators. This hybrid control algorithm has 

been coded in C++ programming language following the object-oriented programming 

paradigm and using the appropriate device drivers to access to the CAN bus. 

3.1 Identification of the longitudinal dynamics 

The hybrid control strategy based on GPC controllers needs a CARIMA model of the 

plant to make the necessary predictions as we have seen previously. It is a fact that the 

gasoline-propelled vehicle dynamics are highly nonlinear, above all at very low speed 

(first gear) where a high engine brake force is acting. Moreover, the mechanism to 

generate braking efforts is the tire-road interaction. It is a very complex phenomenon 

which depends on poorly known factors [6]. So, finding an exact dynamical model for 

the vehicle is not a straightforward task. Nevertheless, in spite of these difficulties and 

others like road inclination, road surface state,...; an identification process has been 

carried out which provides two simplified models, one for each dynamics (throttle and 

brake), that represent adequately both events.  

The manipulated variable in this identification process is Pedal, whose values are 

normalized within the range of [−1,1] and determine which actuator has to be pressed. 

The brake pedal is completely pressed when Pedal = −1, and Pedal = 1 means that the 

maximum action is applied to the accelerator pedal. The output variable is the speed of 

the vehicle in km/h. 

The models for both dynamics (throttle and brake) of the vehicle obtained by means of 

an identification process with the MATLAB Identification Toolbox [35] have these 

discrete transfer functions: (35) and (36), respectively. The sampling time, Δt, is equal 

to the control cycle (200 ms.)  

 
1 4

1 1

( ) 5.1850

( ) 1 0.7344 0.2075
t

t

B z z

A z z z

 

 
  2  (35) 

 
1 4

1 1

( ) 5.4230

( ) 1 1.5180 0.5637
b

b

B z z

A z z z

 

 
  2  (36) 
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In spite of environment and circuit perturbations, both models capture the vehicle 

dynamics reasonably good as it is depicted in Fig. 5 (dash line) in comparison with the 

experimental data (solid line). Furthermore, for validating the models all negative 

speeds have been ignored, as in practice they are physically impossible if one just 

combines first gear and the brake pedal action.  
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Fig. 5. Experimental car response and time-domain model validation. 

4 Design of the hybrid controller for the experimental vehicle 

This section will describe the application of hybrid GPC control strategy used for the 

car's speed control and the tuning of controllers. The goal of this strategy is to follow as 

precisely as possible a velocity profile used as reference by means of throttle and brake 

actions. Moreover, the control strategy must obey at any time the imposed constraints 

due to design decisions, security/comfort of the vehicle's occupants or mechanical 

restrictions. 

To do so, the transfer functions (35) and (36) constitute the starting point in the 

controller tuning procedure, thus the control horizons are selected to capture their loop 

dominant dynamics. We have chosen a time window of 2 seconds ahead defined by 
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N1 = 1 and N2 = 10, because it is appropriated for a low speed traffic scene. An 

unnecessary increment of N2 would lead to a system with an excessively slow response. 

It would mean, in practice, that the vehicle could not stop in time and probably crash. 

On the other hand, we have fixed the value of control horizon Nu at 1 obtaining a 

reasonable good response. A larger value of Nu produced tighter control actions which 

led to inconvenient responses for both dynamics. 

In order to improve the system robustness against the models-processes mismatches and 

disturbance rejections we have used prefilters (37) for both dynamics. 

  (37) 11( ) (1 )NT z z   1

1)

where ρ has been chosen to be close to the dominant poles of (35) and (36) as it is 

recommended in the guideline [28]. Thus, the prefilters have the following expression: 

 1 1( ) ( ) (1 0.9t bT z T z z      (38) 

Once the controller horizons and the prefilter are chosen, the following step is finding 

the weighting sequences (γ, λ). In this case, the pair (1, 10−6) has been taken because we 

have obtained a reasonably good behaviour with it. Output response was barely affected 

by variations in parameter γ and larger values of λ means small changes in control signal 

that led the system to instability in the worst case scenario. 

Finally, system constraints must be defined taking into account inherent vehicle issues, 

comfort and security criteria, and so on. Therefore, the sets of constraints for both 

dynamics: throttle and brake are presented below. 

- Throttle constraints: 

 Velocity constraint: low-speed vehicle responses are studied in this paper. For 

this reason, first gear is used during all the experiment. For engine protection 

purposes, maximum speed was limited to (v≤20 km/h). Furthermore, all negative 

speeds are also not allowed. (v≥0 km/h).  
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 Acceleration constraint: The car response has to be smooth enough to guarantee 

that its acceleration remains always within interval [−2, 2] m/s2. It is the 

maximum acceptable acceleration for standing passengers in accordance with 

[36]. Considering the sampling time of the system is set to 5 Hz, the maximum 

permitted increment of velocity is ± 1.44 km/h. 

 
 1.44

( )
1.44

t

t

Ft

t F

yG
u k

G y

             
 (40) 

 Input constraints: the values of manipulated variable, Pedal, are normalized 

within the range of [−1,1]. So that, 

 
1 ( 1) (

( )
1 1 (

u k
u k

u k

      
        

1)

1)


 (41) 

- Brake constraints: 

 Velocity constraint: Negative speeds are not allowed. (v >0 km/h). Thus, 

    ( ) 0
bbG u k yF

        (42) 

 Acceleration constraint: The maximum permitted increment of velocity is 

± 1.44 km/h as we have seen previously. 

 
 1.44
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1.44

b
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 Input constraints: In order to avoid abrupt braking operations, we have limited 

the maximum value of brake action to −0.15. So that, 
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5 Experimental results 

Once the controller parameters have been tuned and checked, the following step is to 

test the behaviour of the proposed control strategy in a real environment with our 

production gasoline-propelled car (Citroën C3 Pluriel described previously). 

The experimental trials was accomplished at the Centre for Automation and Robotics 

(CAR) that is a joint research centre of the Spanish Consejo Superior de Investigaciones 

Científicas and the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid. Its private driving circuit has 

been designed with scientific purposes and represents an inner-city area with bends, 

straight-road segments, and so on. Fig. 6 shows an aerial sight. 

 

Fig. 6. Private driving circuit at CAR. 

In order to validate our hybrid control strategy, three itineraries with different starting 

points within driving circuit were considered. Various target speed changes were also 

set by the on-board industrial PC at 25 or 30 seconds intervals while observing the low 

speed range; furthermore, the automatic gearbox was always maintained in the first 

gear, avoiding any effect of gear changes and forcing the car to move at low speed. As 

in previous works [6, 8, 9], the speed error was kept close to zero. 

The itinerary 1 is the longest one, where the vehicle runs following a route with several 

gentle slope changes, carrying out speed changes each 30 seconds. 

The itinerary 2 is shorter than itinerary 1, but it runs through the steep slope. Reference 

speed is changed each 25 seconds. 
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The itinerary 3 is as long as itinerary 2. The vehicle runs following the flattest circuit 

part. The speed changes each 25 seconds and the changes have larger amplitudes. 

Fig. 7 depicts the responses of the vehicle, both experimental --real time-- (green line) 

and simulated (blue line) in itinerary 1. The upper plot shows the vehicle's speed 

(km/h). The middle plot shows the action on the pedals (accelerator and brake), with the 

values in the range [-1, 0) to indicate an action on the brake and [0, 1] to indicate an 

action on the accelerator. Finally, the lower plot shows the comfort of standing 

passengers which is given by the acceleration (m/s2). Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 present the 

responses of the vehicle in itinerary 2 and 3, respectively. Our hybrid controller 

accomplished all practical requirements and constraints with a vehicle response stable, 

smooth and reasonably good in comparison with its simulation in all cases.  

With respect to the comfort of the vehicle’s occupants, it is observable that vehicle 

acceleration always remains within the maximum acceptable acceleration requirement ± 

2 m/s2, due to the acceleration constraint set previously. Therefore, the comfort driving 

requirements are guaranteed. 

Moreover, the proposed hybrid controller leads to a good system response even at very 

low speed (4 km/h ≈ 1 m/s), where the nonlinear dynamics of engines of 

gasoline−propelled cars are specially significant. It is reached with a smooth control 

action as it is depicted in Fig. 7. This is a crucial situation which makes the designed 

hybrid controller performs very well to keep the engine running and avoid the car 

stalled. 
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Fig. 7. Hybrid controller performance in itinerary 1. 
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Fig. 8. Hybrid controller performance in itinerary 2. 
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Fig. 9. Hybrid controller performance in itinerary 3. 

In order to quantify these results, we will compare the principal control quality 

indicators of the hybrid control strategy proposed for each itinerary, that is, speed error 

(reference - experimental), smoothness of the control action, and acceleration. The last 

ones require to calculate the well-known Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to estimate 

them. 

The FFT (45) is an efficient algorithm to compute the Discrete Fourier Transform 

(DFT), F , 
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  F   (45) 

where uk is the control action or acceleration value at time tk and N the length of these 

signals. FFT yields the signal sharpness by means of a frequency spectrum analysis of 

the sampled signal. 
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A good indicator of the overall control action and acceleration signals with robustness 

to outliers is (46), where we have used the median ũ of sequence Uk. 
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( ) ( )
2 2k kP U u P U u

1
       (46) 

We have also used the following widely statistics parameters to evaluate the speed 

error: 

 mean: 
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 standard deviation: 
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 root mean square error: 
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   (49) 

where ek is the speed error at time tk. Furthermore, we have also used the median e . 

These control quality indicators are reflected in 



Table I. 

Table I: System performance for each itinerary. 

Itinerary Speed error Control 
action 

Acceleration 

 Mean St.dev. Median RMSE FFT Median FFT Median 
1 -0.013 1.3335 -0.03 1.3329 0.3828 2.3206 
2 0.0351 1.3833 0.0 1.3825 0.1577 1.3597 
3 0.0852 2.4039 0.2 2.4032 0.2735 0.7783 

 

One observes that the speed error responses of vehicle in itinerary 1 and 2 are better 

than the response in itinerary 3, due to the amplitude of speed changes are shorter in 

cases 1 and 2, so they need less time to reach the reference and steady state after speed 

changes (remember that it has been fixed a maximum increment of velocity). This is 
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observable in Table I where, in terms of speed error, all statistic parameters of cases 1 

and 2 are better than case 3 ones. 

With respect to the control action, we obtain the worst results in itinerary 1, where the 

combination of amplitude of speed changes, curves and slopes changes have forced the 

hybrid controller to exhibit a control action that, in many cases, was larger than the one 

simulated. 

Although the itinerary 3 presents larger amplitudes of speed changes, the flattest route 

has allowed the vehicle to get the best values in terms of the softness of the acceleration, 

with values very close to the ones obtained by means of simulation. 

To sum up, simulations and experimental results showed that: 

 The hybrid proposed controller behaves reasonably good when the experimental 

vehicle is following the speed reference, despite inevitable unmodeled dynamics 

and circuit perturbations. 

 There are no big differences between simulations and experimental results in 

terms of speed error, control action and acceleration throughout the three 

proposed trials. Obviously, the more uncertainties and circuit perturbations exist, 

the poorer results are obtained. 

 Standing passengers security and comfort is guaranteed at any time thanks to the 

imposed constraints. The system variables always remained below the maximum 

acceptable requirements. 

5.1 Comparison with other strategies 

This work presents a hybrid strategy based on a predictive control formulation which 

makes possible the use of process constraints. This fact is very important to impose the 

passengers security and comfort analytically in the uncomfortable scene of traffic jams. 

This valuable characteristic, the treatment of constraints, subjects the vehicle dynamics 

to compliance with design requirements (inputs and outputs constraints). Thus, it is not 

easy to propose a direct comparison between the hybrid predictive control scheme and 

other control strategies whose manipulated and controlled variables are not subjected to 

the same set of constraints. Moreover, there exist many control strategies that have 
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demonstrated their performance with simple or complex plant models in simulation, but 

their formulations cannot be embedded in the car hardware in a straightforward way. 

Nevertheless, in order to show the better performance of adopted solution versus other 

control strategies, we have proposed a comparison between our hybrid method and a 

fuzzy controller designed for this vehicle that deals with comfort requirements. 

Moreover, the results of a human driver who used the pedals to adapt the car speed to 

the different target speeds are also added. Both fuzzy controller and human results was 

published previously in [37]. 

The test scenario includes four speed changes of 10 km/h, 15 km/h, 20 km/h, and 

25 km/h for 60 seconds. 

Table II shows the comparison results in terms of speed error (49) after the first five 

seconds (i.e., once the system reached the steady state) for the different speed 

requirements. 

Table II. Comparative error table. 

Speed Error Hybrid controller Fuzzy controller [37] Human driver [37] 
at 10 km/h 0.43 0.71 0.63 
at 15 km/h 0.29 0.98 0.88 
at 20 km/h 0.38 0.84 0.72 
at 25 km/h 0.47 0.90 1.22 

 

One can appreciate how the proposed hybrid controller improves the performance 

obtained by either the fuzzy controller or a human driver when it comes to keep a 

constant low-speed, demonstrating the good behaviour of the proposed system that 

keeps all errors below 0.5. 

6 Conclusions 

This paper has focused on the use of an hybrid predictive control strategy based on a 

transfer function model to manage autonomously a real gasoline car at low speed 

conditions. Its highly nonlinear dynamics has supposed an excellent test bed for 

applying the beneficial characteristics of proposed hybrid controller. 
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In order to satisfy such control objectives as driving at low speed range trying to keep 

the speed error close to zero, smoothness of the control action, comfortable acceleration 

for the car's passengers,...; both the controller parameters (weighting sequences, horizon 

parameters and polynomial filter T) and the set of constraints have been particularly 

tuned for the two predictive controllers that integrate this hybrid system. It has been 

done in accordance with the two dynamical behaviours involved: throttle and brake.  

Finally, the proposed controller have been trialled following three itineraries with 

different starting points and various target speed changes, which recreate the common 

low speed situation in traffic jams. All control requirements have been successfully 

achieved in spite of inevitable uncertainties and circuit perturbations. Additionally, the 

controller has been compared with other strategies, showing a better performance in 

terms of speed error. Thus, we can consider that the proposed hybrid control strategy is 

valid, appropriate and recommendable to face the challenging control topic described in 

this work. 
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